Biomechanical rationale for short implants in splinted restorations: an in vitro study.
Seven implants provided with strain gauges were placed in an acrylic block to evaluate the biomechanical performance of short implants in splinted restorations. Two 7-mm-long implants with the same diameter (3.8, 4.4, or 5.0 mm) were splinted together (short-short implant splinted restoration [SS]) or individually with a 4.4 ? 12.0-mm implant (short-long implant splinted restoration [SL]), and a 50-N oblique load was applied to both restorations. The strain decreased significantly with an increase in implant diameter in both the SS and SL restorations, and the observed strain was identical between splinted implants of the same diameter and those splinted with the long implant, suggesting that splinting of two short implants has the same biomechanical effectiveness as splinting with a single long implant.